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2020: No one's buying everyone's dying everyone's wearing a mask. 
Two-hundred-thousand dead so far— the scourge of China’s evil. 
Set loose upon our nation.  

What shall we do, glass them now, and spare the earth more tears? or bide our time then get off 
the dime and ruin China for a thousand years? They are not our friend—an enemy through and 
through—as it has always been. Strike them down when time is right—fill the hole they’ve 
already dug. Leave their grave unmarked and nameless, a six-holer over their heads, and a 
fireplug for the dogs.  

2021: A year has passed still wearing a mask and nearly 600,000 are dead— 
Lunch Bucket Joe stole the election—and working hard to do it again. President for life , richer 
than doper son Hunter; millions dollars to old Joe from China—“On my Word, I’m a Biden, 
there’s no way Hunter can be bought with a dime bag, or a piddling $80,000.”  

If millions of illegals can be turned from Darth Invader’s darkside, and voluntarily go back 
where they came from, and gun toting bible thumpers would be a little less White—Trump 
would return to the White House.  

2022: Two years have passed more than a million Americans dead. Nothing is don’t to avenge 
them.  

The Capitol Hill Building’s still surrounded by tanks—anniversaries, national holidays—and 
joe’s curled up, nursing bruised knees, with blanket and pudding in his basement.  Citizens 
jailed for their politics.

Karbala thinks she’ll be president soon, but puppet masters may have other plans. No need to 
stop the show on election-month or stuff voter stuff-boxes again.  

2023: No one cares, our nation in arrears, and everyone’s numbed-happy; 2nd Amendment’s 
strong and ammo’s plentiful for everyone’s assault paint-guns. illegals are on the guarantee 
dole; swamping DMV lines, and Health Care is free, college is free, but doors are closed, and the 
dumbed downs to zero can’t figure out why. And Iceland threatens to invade us, snowmobiles 
fleet on alert.  

What will Joe do on new crisis he’s created? think what you wouldn’t, and you have the answer
—surrender? To Iceland? not out of the question—an election promise kept, he purged the 
military, and proclaimed them an Army of one.  

2023: Jan 10  

Covid 19 US deaths: 1,150,000 




